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The VF VENTURE FOUNDRY is a
new venture studio backed by the

power of VF. We work with
fearlessly curious entrepreneurs
and founders hungry to build the
future. Our resources, capabilities

and tools provide unique
advantages to founders eager to

ignite change.
 

 THE SPARK is a monthly
newsletter from the VF Venture

Foundry highlighting newsworthy
examples of innovation, stories
from entrepreneurs, and new 

 projects coming out of VF Venture
Foundry  

WHO WE ARE



MIND

THE GENDER
STRESS GAP
Women are twice
as likely to suffer
from severe
stress and
anxiety as men. 

Learn more

TRAVEL THERAPY
Could a vacation help
mental health and
well-being as much as
exercise does? 

Learn more

STRENGTHENING
YOUR MENTAL
FORTITUDE
Psychology based
habits to strengthen
your resolve.

Learn more

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/14/smarter-living/stress-gap-women-men.html
https://neurosciencenews.com/vacation-mental-health-20898/
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/how-to-cultivate-grit


MIND STARTUPS

Tia Spiritune

Tia therapists are trained to
care for distinctly female
mental health concerns—they
look at how a woman’s
hormonal state can affect
immune function, brain
function, and moods and
mental wellbeing to develop a
personalized mental health
plan that connects and
enhances physical health.

Founded in 2016

Founders: Carolyn Witte,
Felicity Yost

Funding: Series B

Spritune is a stress and mental
wellness management platform
that improves wellbeing
through music.

Founded in 2017

Founders: Jamie Pabst

Funding: Pre-seed

https://asktia.com/
https://www.myndvr.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/tia-2
https://www.spiritune.com/
https://www.spiritune.com/
https://bere.al/en


BODY

BIOLOGICAL AGE
Biological age—a
measure of health
that can be more or
less than your
chronological age—
might help
determine your
quality of life as
you get older,
scientists say. 

Learn more

THE BEST EXERCISE TIME 
 A new study found that the time of day we exercise
may produce different results and that those results
are different for men and women.  While men saw
similar mood improvements regardless of when
they exercised, women saw the biggest
improvements when exercising at night.

Learn more

AMERICAN HEART HEALTH CRISIS
Less than seven percent of the adult
population in the United States has
optimal cardiometabolic health.

Learn more

https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-old-are-you-really-meet-your-biological-age-11653388802
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/the-best-exercise-time-is-different-for-men-and-women-study-finds
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/night-shift-sucks
https://www.inverse.com/mind-body/optimal-heart-health-study


BODY STARTUPS

Oula Health Maven Clinic

Oula Health reimagines how
women experience pregnancy
and delivery.

Founded in 2019

Founders: 
Adrianne Nickerson, Elaine
Purcell

Funding: Seed

Maven is a digital health
platform that works with health
plans and employers to offer
virtual services for women’s
and family health.

Founded in 2014

Founders: Katherine Ryder,
Suzie Grange

Funding: Series D

https://oulahealth.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/oula-health
https://join.mavenclinic.com/request-a-demo/?page=generic&install_source=adwords&install_ad_unit=maven&utm_term=maven&utm_campaign=Maven+%7C+Brand&utm_source=google&utm_medium=paidsearch&utm_content=demo-request&hsa_acc=3307218604&hsa_cam=12868505980&hsa_grp=128785046594&hsa_ad=613115038975&hsa_src=g&hsa_tgt=kwd-46096722&hsa_kw=maven&hsa_mt=e&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gclid=Cj0KCQjw0JiXBhCFARIsAOSAKqDH460INUhGTARyevSxJOQbQGT29GrlHuHQvM5An7fgLv1xnHCXe-oaAqpqEALw_wcB
https://hyperhuman.cc/
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/maven-clinic


LAB GROWN LUMBER
Researchers show they can
control the properties of lab-
grown plant material, which
could enable the production
of wood products with little
waste.

Learn more

NATURE
HOW BLACK
FORAGERS FIND
FREEDOM IN THE
NATURAL WORLD
Foraging has opened their
eyes not just to the
possibilities of new food
sources, but to the legacy
of land separation.

Learn more 

REGENERATIVE TRAVEL
Can a post-vaccine return to travel be
smarter and greener than it was before
March 2020? Some in the tourism industry
are betting on it.

Learn more

https://news.mit.edu/2022/lab-timber-wood-0525
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/30/dining/black-foragers-nature-alexis-nelson.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/07/30/dining/black-foragers-nature-alexis-nelson.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/27/travel/travel-future-coronavirus-sustainable.html


NATURE STARTUPS

Common Living Bolt Threads

Common Living is a
community-driven residential
company that brings
community, convenience, and
now sustainability to housing.

Founded in 2015

Founders: Brad Hargreaves

Funding: Series D

Bolt Threads is a material
solutions company. With
nature as their inspiration, they
invent cutting-edge materials
for the fashion and beauty
industries to put us on a path
toward a more sustainable
future.

Founded in 2009

Founders: Dan Widmaier, David
Breslauer, Ethan Mirsky

Funding: Series E

https://www.common.com/
https://inbuildingtech.com/proptech/co-living-proptech/
https://inbuildingtech.com/proptech/co-living-proptech/
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/brad-hargreaves
https://boltthreads.com/
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/dan-widmaier
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/david-breslauer
https://www.crunchbase.com/person/ethan-mirsky


EXPERT SPOTLIGHT

We interviewed the
founder of Out & Back,

a recommerce
marketplace for used

outdoor gear. 

Can you talk about your career progression and
how you ended up an entrepreneur? 

I started my career working for Levi’s as an intern back
in 2006. It was an internship in the environment,
health, and safety department. This was before
sustainability departments existed. They were looking
to do their first greenhouse gas inventory and that’s
what I was hired to do as an intern. I got really into it
and so did Levi’s and we ended up getting a lot of
recognition for it. I got promoted really quickly and
ended up launching a few new Levi’s lines that were
related to this, like the Levi’s waterless product line. I
was the manager for that business and took it to be from
like a couple hundred thousand units to several million
very quickly. After that I went to Ernst and Young
because I thought I would like the churn of consulting
more and that turned out to be wildly inaccurate. But it
turns out that consultants do the exact same thing for
clients over and over again so it was even worse and I
only lasted around a year.And then that’s actually when
I started my own company. I was like, you know, if I
really want to be doing different stuff regularly and
learning little bits of everything and getting good at lots
of little things, I’m not going to find this at corporate  

BARRUCH BEN-ZEKRY

America, certainly not at a company with hundred
thousand employees. One of the things I used to do at
Ernst and Young and at Levi’s was travel copious
amounts.I’m a big photographer so I would haul around
my digital SLR and at some point I ran out of places to
take pictures.At that point GPS and cameras were very
new and photos were not GPS tagged yet. So, I decided
to create an application that gives people the capacity
to, effectively ,instantly geotag photos and make it
purposeful in the context of a mobile app and then use
those pictures to decide where they wanted to go.So, I
created Travel Album, which was a visual travel
planning app so imagine a map filled with high quality
images where you could select different images and
formulate a travel itinerary from them. So, I left EY,
raised capital, started a team, etc. At this point I was
only 25 so I had kind of gone off the deep on a whole
lot of things I knew nothing about like management
and other things. I learned a tremendous amount but
ultimately blew that business up. I took six months to
go around and travel and take pictures.Then I came
back and my old boss was a VP in the supply chain
organization at VF and heard they were trying to hire
somebody to do sustainable products and materials for
VF at the corporate level. He thought my experience at
Levi’s would put me in a really good spot for the job
because I had done that already. So, I started that job
when I was 28, as director of sustainable products and
materials.



Tell us more about your sustainability experience
that led to you starting Out & Back: 

As director of sustainable products and materials, I
quickly learned that the pathway was not going to be a
technical one like it was at Levi’s. Levi’s had a different
trajectory and culture than VF, so that job evolved very
quickly and became an intermediate role that I think
they called sustainable business value. Basically, after
about a year and a half I realized that you can’t just
create technical innovation and drop it into the brands,
the brands just reject it because they have no capacity to
sell it and as VF you have no influence to help them sell
it. So, I realized we had to find the commercial value
first and then could go find the material that fits it or the
product that fits it. I realized one of the easiest ways you
can get people to lean in is with recommerce. There is a
very clear customer value proposition that is just so
obvious. Forget the sustainability side of things, 50% off
is 50% off is 50% off. You don’t have to remind people
of that value. It’s just so simple and so clear. And here
we had this trove, no pun intended, of product that was
coming in via returns that had no pathway. It’s going to
outlet and it just sits there, or gets moved around, or
some of it was getting burned, it was like just really bad
the way it was being disposed of and there was just no
reason for it. So, we started the renewed program. And
off the back of that renewed program we built the new
business models function, which is basically VF's first
incubator for  purpose-adjacent businesses. As I was
working through these business innovation ideas, I came
to the conclusion in 2019 that the recommerce business
was going to be the biggest of all of these. But I knew it
would be a long road to brand adoption .It’s not that
they are opposed to recommerce but it’s that its outside
their core business and anything outside the core is slow
to move. Moreover, in order for the business to become
what it can be you have to run up the score on
inventory and that means paying cash to sellers. People
want cash. And what you’ll find if you pay cash you’ll
get way better inventory to sell. I realized this would be
super challenging to do with a brand and decided to do
it on my own. Our whole business is predicated on
winning the best and most supply. 

EXPERT SPOTLIGHT

What’s next with Out & Back? Other sports or
items? Recommerce for everything? 

The short answer is yes but not now. We are going to
crush outdoor first but then we can go into whatever
the next adjacent category is. It could go to golf or some
other adjacent category. The likelihood of us expanding
is pretty high in that direction and is one of the reason
Dick’s was our chosen partner because they have a lot of
those adjacencies. 

What has been the biggest challenge with Out &
Back and how did you overcome it? 

I have a tendency to get myopic in terms of the issue du
jour. In the context of that, pulling back up to
remember how far you’ve come becomes difficult.
There was actually an old CFO at VF named Scott Roe
and he said something like, “when you are in the
moment it feels like nothing is getting done but when
you actually look back you see tremendous progress.”
When you have a bunch of people who are trying to
stay motivated themselves in the context of a business
operation that is easily transferrable to burnout, it’s
important to stay motivated because if you don’t do that
daily it can be easy to get mired in whatever bullshit has
currently befallen you. The second biggest challenge
that I think we have had, aside from the depth of
technology required to build this business, is recruiting
people at an early-stage company that doesn’t have a ton
of funding. It’s hard to do because you can’t really pay
very well, and you are sort of left with missionaries,
instead of mercenaries.  Which is fine, but the
missionaries stick around because they believe in the
mission whereas the mercenary blows the task out of the
water because that’s what they get paid to do. You need
a combination of these folks in the beginning and in the
beginning it’s really hard to find somebody who has the
right balance. We have had a decent amount of churn
even for a small company so that, organizationally, has
been really hard. Aside from that, the operations side for
ecommerce is really difficult. 



We selected 5 incredible founders from the
Entrepreneurship Innovation Challenge to move

forward as VF Venture Foundry fellows!  Their ideas
include everything from body-inclusive outdoor gear

marketplaces to carbon credit apps, to wellness
experiences in the outdoors.  Stay tuned to see how

these brands develop.

WHAT'S NEW

ENTREPRENUERSHIP
INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Holly Tsourides Clint Jarvis

Kindra Roberts Mike Mortimer Derrick Nehrenberg



HELP ENTREPRENEURS 
BUILD IDEAS!

We are organizing collaborative focus
groups with VF employees to help us build

amazing new ideas!

Do you use human-powered travel to get to
work?
Are you female-identifying and wear extended
sizes while you enjoy outdoor activities?
Are you a parent who is looking for new ways to
explore the outdoors with your kids/family?
Do you care about aligning your outdoor
adventures with supporting local businesses?

If you answered yes to any of these questions and
would like to participate in our research, send a note
about yourself to VentureFoundry@vfc.com!



THANK YOU

Have ideas that might align
with our work? Contact
VentureFoundry@vfc.com
and tell us all about it!


